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Implementing Value Pricing 2010-11-29 praise for implementing value
pricing a radical business model for professional firms ron baker is the
most prolific and best writer when it comes to pricing services this is a
must read for executives and partners in small to large firms ron provides
the basics the advanced ideas the workbooks the case studies everything
this is a must have and a terrific book reed k holden founder and ceo
holden advisors corp associate professor columbia university
holdenadvisors com we ve known through ron baker s earlier books that
he s not just an extraordinary thinker and truly brilliant writer he s a
mover and a shaker on a mission this is the end of time brilliant paul
dunn chairman b1g1 b1g1 com implementing value pricing is a powerful
blend of theory strategy and tactics ron baker s most recent offering is
ambitious in scope exploring topics that include economic theory
customer orientation value identification service positioning and pricing
strategy he weaves all of them together seamlessly and includes
numerous examples to illustrate his primary points i have applied the
knowledge i ve gained from his body of work and the benefits to me and
to my customers have been immediate significant and ongoing brent
uren principal valuation business modeling ernst young ey com ron baker
is a revolutionary he is on a radical crusade to align the interests of
service providers with those of their customers by having lawyers
accountants and consultants charge based on the value they provide
rather than the effort it takes implementing value pricing is a manifesto
that establishes a clear case for the revolution it provides detailed
guidance that includes not only strategies and tactics but key predictive
indicators for success it is richly illustrated by the successes of firms that
have embraced value based pricing to make their services not only more
cost effective for their customers but more profitable as well the hallmark
of a manifesto is an unyielding sense of purpose and a call to action let
the revolution begin robert g cross chairman and ceo revenue analytics
inc author revenue management hard core tactics for market domination
Value First, Then Price 2021-12-27 value based pricing pricing a product
or service according to its value to the customer rather than its cost is
the most effective and profitable pricing strategy value first then price is
an innovative collection that proposes a quantitative methodology to
value pricing and road tests this methodology through a wide variety of
real life industrial and b2b cases this book offers a state of the art and
best practice overview of how leading companies quantify and document



value to customers in doing so it provides students and researchers with
a method by which to draw invaluable data driven conclusions and gives
sales and marketing managers the theories and best practices they need
to quantify the value of their products and services to industrial and b2b
purchasers the 2nd edition of this highly regarded text has been updated
in line with current research and practice offering three new chapters
covering new case studies and best practice examples of quantified value
propositions the future of value quantification and value quantification for
intangibles with contributions from global industry experts this book
combines cutting edge research on value quantification and value
quantification capabilities with real life practical examples it is essential
reading for postgraduate students in sales and marketing with an interest
in pricing strategy sales and pricing specialists as well as business
strategists in both research and practice
Pricing on Purpose 2010-06-10 pricing on purpose explores the
importance of pricing one of the four ps product promotion place and
price of marketing that is largely ignored in business literature pricing is
the opportunity for a business to capture the value of what it provides to
the customer and deserves as much attention as promotion product and
place in the marketing strategy of any business this book calls attention
to the market share fallacy explains the difference between cost plus
pricing and value pricing and provides best practice pricing examples it
presents the theory of value long established in the economics profession
and how any business can use various pricing strategies to communicate
and capture the value of their products and services
Professional's Guide to Value Pricing 2002 value pricing is becoming
more common among attorneys and cpas across the country everyone s
talking about it but very little has been written on how to implement this
innovative lucrative option this resource is designed to provide cpas
attorneys and other professionals with the information needed to
evaluate the economics of alternative billing methods this indispensable
new tool will help professionals implement the switch from hourly billing
to value pricing and perfect this method of pricing within their firms this
one of a kind volume also comes with a powerful cd rom containing all
the essential checklists and sample agreements readers will need
includes 4 credit hours of low cost cpe additional grading fee
The Price Advantage 2010-07-15 a comprehensive look at creating
pricing strategies that work in both good economic times and bad written



by three preeminent pricing experts at mckinsey company the second
edition of the price advantage is a practical pricing guide for the
executive or pricing practitioner who wants to identify capture and
sustain substantial pricing gains in their business pricing is by far the
most powerful profit lever that managers can influence yet few
companies approach pricing in a way that fully capitalizes on its value
this second edition a major revision and extension of the first book shows
you what it takes to achieve the price advantage in today s competitive
and complex business environments based on in depth first hand
experience with thousands of companies this book provides managers
with a pragmatic guide through the maze of pricing issues it reinforces
why pricing excellence is more critical than ever today and then explains
state of the art approaches to analyzing and improving your own pricing
strategy and execution explores the fundamental role of pricing
infrastructure in achieving the price advantage includes new topics such
as software and information products pricing lifecycle pricing custom
configured products pricing pricing of high count product lines pricing in
distributed sales environments razor razor blades pricing and tiered
products and services pricing revisits the full range of classic mckinsey
pricing tools including the pocket price waterfall and value maps
engaging and informative the second edition of the price advantage will
put this essential discipline in perspective
Value First then Price 2016-10-04 winner of the overall case award 2014
the case centre best selling case 2013 2017 value based pricing pricing a
product according to its value to the customer rather than its cost is the
most effective and profitable pricing strategy buyers need to evaluate
the monetary benefits of a product against the price of its competitors
sellers justify their price points through documenting the value of a
product emphasising its superiority against competitors and therefore
justifying the premium price value first then price is an innovative
collection which proposes a quantitative methodology to value pricing
and road tests this methodology through a wide variety of real life
industrial cases it provides a state of the art and best practice overview
of how leading companies quantify and document value to customers in
doing so this book provides researchers with a method by which to draw
invaluable data driven conclusions and sales and marketing managers
the theories and best practices they need to quantify the value of their
products to demanding hard nosed industrial purchasers with



contributions from global industry experts this book provides cutting
edge research on value quantification and value quantification
capabilities with real life practical examples it will be essential reading for
sales and pricing specialists as well as business strategists in both
research and practice
Pricing the Profitable Sale 2022-06-13 pricing the profitable sale the
manager s guide to value pricing presents an entirely new approach to
the pricing of goods and services for the first time the guesswork is taken
away from pricing and the marketer presented with twenty two practical
pricing guidelines and rules of thumb which he or she can use over and
over again to reach important pricing decisions to either maximize sales
revenue and market share or profit for any product or service on the
market the book was written for managers including marketing product
and sales managers or any individuals with pricing responsibilities at
their firms it should also be of much interest to professors and students
in a program leading to the mba degree where it could serve as the main
texts in a course on pricing or as a supplement to as standard marketing
textbook
The Strategy and Tactics of Pricing 2023-07-31 the strategy and tactics of
pricing is the most well established and influential strategic pricing text
available relied on by practitioners and students globally as a core guide
for value based pricing the book explains how to balance the ability to
create and extract value through from markets by managing pricing
decisions in a more strategic and profitable manner rather than
calculating prices to cover costs or to achieve sales goals readers will
learn to frame more strategic choices that proactively influence customer
perceptions of value manage internal costs and profitably shift demand
curves this edition features new discussions on harnessing concepts from
behavioral economics as well as a refined value cascade to help organize
the topics covered in this book readers will also benefit from major
revisions to more than a third of the chapters including an expanded
discussion of the role of artificial intelligence and machine learning
analytics tools to assist in the evaluation of new pricing opportunities
discussion of many of the new pricing and revenue recognition models
such as consumption based pricing outcomes based pricing and others
an expanded discussion on special topics in pricing that cover many of
the transformative pricing moves successful companies have made in the
past few years in response to major disruptive forces such as the



pandemic as well as re emergent inflation in chapter textboxes and call
out to highlight different pricing concepts in action using actual examples
of companies addressing market challenges chapter summaries and
visual aids to help the reader better understand the ideas and concepts
presented throughout this book this comprehensive managerially focused
text is a must read for students and professionals with an interest in
strategic price management and achieving commercial excellence for
their organizations additional online resources include powerpoint slides
and an instructor s manual including exercises mini cases and
examination questions
The Strategy and Tactics of Pricing 2016-08-23 for undergraduate
introduction to market pricing courses a comprehensive and practical
step by step guide to pricing analysis and strategy development the
strategy and tactics of pricing shows readers how to manage markets
strategically rather than simply calculate pricing based on product and
profit in order to improve their competitiveness and the profitability of
their offers the fifth edition contains a new chapter on price
implementation and several updated examples on pricing challenges in
today s markets features new show students how proper pricing can
increase profitability new chapter on price implementation a completely
new chapter on implementing pricing strategy identifies the challenges
involved in embedding strategic pricing principles within an organization
this chapter also describes how managers can lead a structured change
process to build a more profitable commercial organization new offer
access to pricing software three month trial of leveragepoint software
this edition is now available with software for creating and
communicating economic value estimations systematically from
leveragepoint innovations inc while versions of this software that enable
sharing require corporate contracts for access versions for individual
student and practitioner use are available without charge for three
months with the purchase of the strategy and tactics of pricing new make
pricing theory relative updated examples of pricing helping connect
pricing theory to what students are familiar with this edition includes
updated examples with more topical illustrations of current pricing
challenges such as iphone pricing new models for pricing music services
pricing new present the latest information heavily revised chapters the
revised chapter on pricing policy provides a theoretically grounded
framework to describe specific policies for managing price changes for



situations such as cost based price increases price reductions in a
recession discounts the chapter on value creation now addresses the
difference between how to consider value when it is driven by tangible
monetary drivers saving money on gas versus the more subjective
psychological drivers doing the right thing for the environment the
chapter on value and price communication has been substantially revised
to describe how to communicate value in a wide variety of product and
customer contexts this chapter also demonstrates how to target
communications to affect specific behaviors throughout the customer s
buying process the chapter on price setting has been expanded to
provide a robust process for setting prices that can be widely applied to
consumer and business markets
Pricing with Confidence 2010-12-28 bad pricing is a great way to destroy
your company s value revenue and profits with ten simple rules this book
shows you how to deliver both healthy profit margins and robust revenue
growth while kicking the dreaded discounting habit the authors destroy
the conventional wisdom that you have to trade margins for revenues
and show you how to fully exploit the value your company offers
customers this is a proven plan for increasing sales without sacrificing
profits
The Strategy and Tactics of Pricing 2017-11-20 the strategy and
tactics of pricing explains how to manage markets strategically and how
to grow more profitably rather than calculating prices to cover costs or
achieve sales goals students will learn to make strategic pricing decisions
that proactively manage customer perceptions of value motivate
purchasing decisions and shift demand curves this edition features a new
discussion on harnessing concepts from behavioral economics as well as
a more streamlined value cascade structure to the topics readers will
also benefit from major revisions to almost half of the chapters including
an expanded discussion of big data analytics and a revised chapter on
specialized strategies which addresses timely technical issues like foreign
exchange risks reactions to market slumps and managing transfer prices
between independent profit centers a completely rewritten chapter on
creating a strategic pricing capability which shows readers how to
implement the principles of value based strategic pricing successfully in
their organizations in chapter textboxes updated to provide walk through
examples of current pricing challenges revenue models enabled by an
increasingly digital economy and advances in buyer decision making



explained through classic principles that still apply today chapter
summaries and visual aids which help readers grasp the theoretical
frameworks and actionable principles of pricing analysis this
comprehensive managerially focused text is a must read for students and
professionals with an interest in strategic marketing and pricing a
companion website features powerpoint slides and an instructor s manual
including exercises mini cases and examination questions
The Professional's Guide to Value Pricing 1999 providing a thorough
grounding in the theories that relate to pricing this book will enable
readers to determine which methods or principles will be applicable to
their organisation
Value Pricing 1997 world class pricing is the indispensable roadmap to
take your pricing organization from its current class to world class it is
built upon the 5 levels of world class pricing what has become the
industry standard for tackling pricing improvement amongst pricing
professionals the approach to pricing improvement shared in this book
has been successfully applied by many of the worlds leading companies
including exxon mobil ge michelin and j j among a host of others it
provides a positive vision of each step that needs to be taken on the
journey to pricing improvement whether stuck firefighting at level 1 cost
based pricing at level 2 utilizing value based pricing at level 3 applying
optimization at level 4 or on the brink of achieving world class at level 5
this book has something for you
The Professional's Guide to Value Pricing 1999 this guide shows
professionals how to price their services for greater profit it contains the
information needed to evaluate the economics and ethics of alternative
billing methods
World Class Pricing 2013-04-02 practical guidance and a fresh approach
for more accurate value based pricing pricing done right provides a
cutting edge framework for value based pricing and clear guidance on
ideation implementation and execution more action plan than primer this
book introduces a holistic strategy for ensuring on target pricing by
shifting the conversation from what is value based pricing to how can we
ensure that our pricing reflects our goals you ll learn to identify the
decisions that must be managed how to manage them and who should
make them as illustrated by real world case studies the key success
factor is to build a pricing organization within your organization this
reveals the relationships between pricing decisions how they affect each



other and what the ultimate effects might be with this deep level insight
you are better able to decide where your organization needs to go pricing
needs to be done right and pricing decisions have to be made but are
you sure that you re leaving these decisions to the right people few
managers are confident that their prices accurately reflect the cost and
value of their product and this uncertainty leaves money on the table this
book provides a practical template for better pricing strategies methods
roles and decisions with a concrete roadmap through execution identify
the right questions for pricing analyses improve your pricing strategy and
decision making process understand roles accountability and value based
pricing restructure perspectives to help pricing reflect your organization s
goals the critical link between pricing and corporate strategy must be
reflected in the decision making process pricing done right provides the
blueprint for more accurate pricing with expert guidance throughout the
change process
Professional's Guide to Value Pricing 2000 1999-07 written by a
leading pricing researcher this book provides a simple unified system for
the setting and management of prices the pricing procedures described
are grounded in basic research and are generally applicable over
products situations and times the result is that students gain a deeper
more generally useful understanding of this essential aspect of business
the author demystifies the math necessary for making pricing decisions
using clear direct language he explains in detail how to apply expected
value multiple regression price elasticity and generalized breakeven
analysis to essential pricing tasks he uses a descriptive approach to
explaining mathematical techniques so that formulas can be seen as
simply more detailed specifications of intuitive ideas used in dozens of
college and mba classes all over the world pricing strategies is now
available in a second edition this revised edition includes updated
examples and exercises as well as expanded coverage of topics such as
freemium and in app pricing subscriptions tipping pay what you want
pricing pricing algorithms and dynamic pricing robert m schindler is a
professor of marketing at rutgers university usa
Pricing Done Right 2016-07-25 the pharmaceutical industry and its
pricing methods provide an inviting target easy to disparage and
caricature even after accounting for discounts and rebates average
prices of leading brand name drugs in the us are two to four times higher
than they are in canada japan and many european countries us per



capita spending on prescription drugs is more than twice the level in the
united kingdom prices for most new cancer drugs now exceed 100 000
per patient per year of treatment despite the fact that many of these
treatments seem to offer modest gains in life expectancy or lack such
evidence at all with the advent of ever more targeted and powerful
treatments including cell and gene based therapies with multi million
dollar price tags the need for sensible drug pricing and coverage policies
will intensify
Pricing Strategies 2023-02-04 this book highlights essential concepts
models and processes that help those responsible for making pricing
decisions whether professionally or privately to effectively engage in
product pricing activities novel straightforward and clearly structured the
blackblot market value pricingtm model mvp model introduced in this
book employs a market value centric pricing process that offers step by
step guidance on the managerial decisions that help determine a product
s price this intentionally succinct highly readable and practical book
provides practitioners with the knowledge and tools they need in order to
approach pricing activities in an organized and efficient manner
The Right Price 2021 pricing has a substantial and immediate impact
on profitability most companies however still use costs or competition as
their main basis for setting prices product or business model innovation
has a high priority for many companies yet innovation in pricing received
scant attention until the first edition of this groundbreaking book this new
edition of innovation in pricing builds on the success of the first
examining the ways in which pricing innovation can drive profits through
cutting edge academic research and best practice case studies from
leading academics business practitioners and consultants in pricing the
second edition has been fully revised and updated according to the latest
developments in pricing with revisions to all chapters new chapters
including a chapter on business model and pricing model innovation a
new introduction that makes explicit just what strategic pricing can do for
your organization this book is the only book dedicated to innovation in
pricing and is an essential read for business executives innovation
managers and pricing managers wishing to treat innovation in pricing as
seriously as they treat product service or business model innovation it is
also valuable supplementary reading for advanced students of marketing
and sales
Product Analysis Pricing 1964 businesses that focus on the value rather



than the cost to the customer can command nearly any price they
choose pricing for profit teaches business owners how to break free from
industry pricing and obtain pay that reflects the genuine worth of the
product or service being delivered readers will discover how to quantify
the worth of their products or services differentiate between price and
value purchasers bundle their offers for competitive advantage and
enhanced customer value and create a powerful marketing strategy that
communicates value the low prices that small firms feel obligated to offer
limit their potential to earn profits slowing their reaction to changing
client needs this accessible and practical guide is a must read for anyone
who wants to create more unit sales close more transactions overall at
higher prices and make more money with less unneeded effort it is filled
with easy to use formulas sample scripts clear examples instructive
exercises and more get your copy today
Market-Value Pricing 2019-01-31 this book on pricing decisions gives
practical guidance on how to identify customer value estimating
customers willingness to pay for these benefits and on how psychology
affects customers perception of prices in a market this strategic view on
pricing gives the reader a competitive advantage it empowers them with
means to plan and perform a pricing strategy based on their value
propositions the target group for this book is managers entrepreneurs
and business students the book guides students in understanding how
economics strategy marketing and psychology are combined when it
comes to pricing decisions further the chapters contain step by step
procedures that help managers and entrepreneurs to succeed with
complex pricing decisions in busy workdays the analysis is based on the
basic edition of microsoft excel software in sum the book helps the
reader to strategically plan execute and win price competitions the book
covers topics such as dynamic pricing estimation of customers
willingness to pay price competition and wars customers reaction to
unfair prices and price tactics and strategy the book includes specialized
chapters on pricing in e commerce and pricing in the sharing economy
Innovation in Pricing 2017-08-08 pricing the profitable sale the manager s
guide to value pricing presents an entirely new approach to the pricing of
goods and services for the first time the guesswork is taken away from
pricing and the marketer presented with twenty two practical pricing
guidelines and rules of thumb which he or she can use over and over
again to reach important pricing decisions to either maximize sales



revenue and market share or profit for any product or service on the
market the book was written for managers including marketing product
and sales managers or any individuals with pricing responsibilities at
their firms it should also be of much interest to professors and students
in a program leading to the mba degree where it could serve as the main
texts in a course on pricing or as a supplement to as standard marketing
textbook
How to Set a Competitive Price 2023-09-12 for undergraduate
introduction to market pricing courses a comprehensive and practical
step by step guide to pricing analysis and strategy development the
strategy and tactics of pricingshows readers how to manage markets
strategically rather than simply calculate pricing based on product and
profit in order to improve their competitiveness and the profitability of
their offers the fifth edition contains a new chapter on price
implementation and several updated examples on pricing challenges in
today s markets features new show students how proper pricing can
increase profitability new chapter on price implementation a completely
new chapter on implementing pricing strategy identifies the challenges
involved in embedding strategic pricing principles within an organization
this chapter also describes how managers can lead a structured change
process to build a more profitable commercial organization new offer
access to pricing software three month trial of leveragepoint software
this edition is now available with software for creating and
communicating economic value estimations systematically from
leveragepoint innovations inc while versions of this software that enable
sharing require corporate contracts for access versions for individual
student and practitioner use are available without charge for three
months with the purchase of the strategy and tactics of pricing new make
pricing theory relative updated examples of pricing helping connect
pricing theory to what students are familiar with this edition includes
updated examples with more topical illustrations of current pricing
challenges such as iphone pricing new models for pricing music services
pricing new present the latest information heavily revised chapters the
revised chapter on pricing policy provides a theoretically grounded
framework to describe specific policies for managing price changes for
situations such as cost based price increases price reductions in a
recession discounts the chapter on value creation now addresses the
difference between how to consider value when it is driven by tangible



monetary drivers saving money on gas versus the more subjective
psychological drivers doing the right thing for the environment the
chapter on value and price communication has been substantially revised
to describe how to communicate value in a wide variety of product and
customer contexts this chapter also demonstrates how to target
communications to affect specific behaviors throughout the customer s
buying process the chapter on price setting has been expanded to
provide a robust process for setting prices that can be widely applied to
consumer and business markets
Pricing 2023-01-30 value pricing is becoming more common among
attorneys and cpas across the country everyone s talking about it but
very little has been written on how to implement this innovative lucrative
option the professional s guide to value billing is designed to provide
cpas attorneys and other professionals with the information needed to
evaluate the economics of alternative billing methods this indispensable
new tool will help professionals implement the switch from hourly billing
to value pricing and perfect this method of pricing within their firms
Pricing the Profitable Sale 2022-06-13 please note this is a companion
version not the original book sample book insights 1 the dominant theory
of professional firms is that they are built on the foundation of leveraging
people power the theory is that since the two main drivers of profitability
are leverage and the hourly rate realization if each partner could oversee
a group of professionals this would provide the firm with additional
capacity to generate top line revenue 2 the we sell time mentality is not
simply a wrong pricing strategy but a flawed business model it is a
valuable accomplishment to point out defects in a theory but it is also
important to propose a better theory a new business model for the future
3 the old business model is suboptimal i am not arguing that it is not
profitable but rather that it is not the best solution relative to a set of
objectives constraints and assumptions 4 the correspondence principle is
what scientists use when comparing two theories the new theory should
be able to replicate the successes of the old theory explain where it fails
and offer new insights
The Strategy and Tactics of Pricing 2014 in this book the world s foremost
experts on pricing integrate theoretical rigor and practical application to
present a comprehensive resource that covers all areas of the field this
volume brings together quantitative and qualitative approaches and
highlights the most current innovations in theory and practice going



beyond the traditional constraints of price theory and price policy the
authors coined the term price management to represent a holistic
approach to pricing strategy and tactical implementation they remind us
that the ancient romans used one word pretium to mean both price and
value this is the fundamental philosophy that drives successful price
management where producer and customer meet featuring dozens of
examples and case studies drawn from their extensive research
consulting and teaching around the world simon and fassnacht cover all
aspects of pricing following the price management process with its four
phases strategy analysis decision and implementation thereby the
authors take into account the nuances across industry sectors including
consumer goods industrial products services and trade distribution in
particular they address the implications of technological advancements
such as the internet and new measurement and sensor technologies that
have led to a wealth of price management innovations such as flat rates
freemium pay per use or pay what you want they also address the
emergence of new price metrics big data applications two sided price
systems negative prices and the sharing economy as well as emerging
payment systems such as bitcoin the result is a bible for leaders who
recognize that price is not only a means to drive profit in the short term
but a tool to generate sustained growth in shareholder value over the
longer term and a primer for researchers instructors and students alike
praise for price management this book is truly state of the art and the
most comprehensive work in price management prof philip kotler kellogg
school of management northwestern university this very important book
builds an outstanding bridge between science and practice kasper
rorsted ceo adidas this book provides practical guidelines on value
creation communication and management which is an imperative for
businesses to survive in the coming era of uncertainty dr chang gyu
hwang chairman and ceo kt corporation korea telecom
Pricing for Value 1998-05 the most neglected element of the marketing
mix can have an unrivalled impact on the bottom line smarter pricing
helps managers make more intelligent pricing decisions implement
pricing strategies and structures more effectively in the market and
capture more value for their business at no time has effective pricing
been more significant buyers are getting stronger markets more
transparent and manufacturers in new powerhouses such as china are
becoming more and more competitive recent mckinsey survey of 2500



companies calculated that a 1 increase in price improves operating profit
by 11 1 smarter pricing is a good hands on book on pricing for practising
managers providing a developed mix of techniques through international
examples from a range of sectors that bring pricing theory into a real
world context smarter pricing joins the developing suite of ftph books
offering executives focused and practical advice on decisive business
challenges smarter pricing is a fast and focused companion to practical
price management for executives and marketers in every sector
Summary of Ronald J. Baker's Implementing Value Pricing
2022-06-04T22:59:00Z as with executives and managers in so many
other business functions pricing specialists are being challenged more
and more to substantiate the added value of their activities pricing is a
core function of every business and needs not only to contribute
positively to short and long term results but also to document its impact
to the bottom line a fundamental part of this is the pricing roi calculations
this book edited by globally renowned thought leaders andreas
hinterhuber and stephan liozu is the first to outline contemporary
theories and best practices of documenting pricing roi it provides proven
methods practices and theories on how to calculate the impact of pricing
activities on performance marketing roi is now a common concept this
collection proves to do the same for pricing hinterhuber liozu introduce
the concept of pricing roi documenting and quantifying the return on
pricing activities and on the pricing function itself is of increasing
relevance today and in the future in times of budget constraints 20 world
class specialists explore the concept of pricing roi under both a
theoretical perspective and a managerial perspective to shed much
needed light on how to measure and increase pricing roi this
groundbreaking book will enlighten students and specialists of marketing
and sales pricing managers and executives alike
Smarter Pricing 2006 drawing on theory and empirical research this
interdisciplinary book brings together leading social scientists to examine
how prices are set and how values emerge inside and outside of markets
which have become the central force in the contemporary economy
Price Management 2018-12-11 transform your organisation s pricing
strategy to take advantage of exciting new opportunities to unlock
profitable growth in the ten rules of highly effective pricing renowned
pricing strategist danilo zatta delivers an insightful and effective
roadmap to taking control of your organisation s monetization strategies



and boosting profits the author explains the 10 key elements to
transform your price management such as making pricing a ceo priority
instilling a culture of profit selling value differentiating prices setting up
the pricing governance avoiding price wars and other rules to help
capture opportunities for extraordinary profit and growth that companies
not observing these rules simply miss out on in this authoritative yet
easy to read book you ll explore inspiring case studies of real world
companies that have realised the tremendous potential of pricing
transformation to unlock their firms latent profitability you ll also discover
the foundational pricing concepts you need to understand if you aim to
drive incredible results in your company s top and bottom lines this book
also offers all the necessary ingredients for a successful company wide
pricing transformation clear explanations of the key elements that
determine successful pricing and how to maximize profitability at the
pricing level strategies for identifying present and future monetization
opportunities techniques for generating immediate wins as well as
strategies for generating long term advantage a can t miss resource for
managers founders executives directors and entrepreneurs with a stake
in driving growth and profitability in their firms the ten rules of highly
effective pricing will also earn a place on the bookshelves of business and
management students learning about contemporary pricing strategy
company marketers spend a lot of time on promotion and take pricing for
granted zatta s new book the 10 rules of highly effective pricing will help
wake up company marketers to the profit coming from creative pricing
philip kotler s c johnson distinguished professor of international
marketing kellogg school of management northwestern university
Smarter Pricing 2005 management and administrative processes within
the construction industry have been undergoing major changes in the
last several decades these changes have involved significant
adjustments in management science and manage ment techniques
brought about by the need for contemporary valid informa tion with
which to manage the construction process in short management in the
construction industry is changing significantly change will continue at an
accelerated pace at least through the next decade the responses
required of construction industry management are now resulting in a
movement away from an entrepreneurial management style to
professional management tech niques and procedures the compelling
economic issues the issues forcing these changes are economic the rising



costs of construction and of money are forcing the buyers of construction
services to be more demanding their demands are for more construction
economies more pro duction and more productivity than at any time in
the past nowhere has this been more evident than in the business
roundtable on construction and in the response of the construction
industry to it to be successfully responsive management in the
construction industry will be required to use the best project
management methods available for cost control schedule control and for
financial and accounting controls but responsive professional
management can survive and will flourish within this more demanding
eco nomic environment
The ROI of Pricing 2014-01-24 pricing decisions are among the most
important and impactful business decisions that a manager can make
how to price effectively a guide for managers and entrepreneurs
introduces the value pricing framework a structured versatile and
comprehensive method for making good pricing decisions and executing
them the framework weaves together the latest thinking from academic
research journals proven best practices from the leading pricing experts
and ideas from other fields such as medical decision making consumer
behavior and organizational psychology the book discusses what a good
pricing decision is which factors you should consider when making one
the role played by each factor costs customer value reference prices and
the value proposition and how they work together the importance of
price execution and how to evaluate the success of pricing decisions you
will also be introduced to a set of useful and straightforward tools to
implement the value pricing framework and study many examples and
company case studies that illustrate its nuances the purpose of how to
price effectively a guide for managers and entrepreneurs is to provide
you with a comprehensive practical guide to making executing and
evaluating pricing decisions
International Value/International Prices 1980 price for growththe most
important objective of any pricing strategy should be to improve the
value of the company but without a practical framework for connecting
pricing strategies to company value most companies fall back to the
default pricing strategy of margin expansion which can undermine the
growth and retention of valuable customer relationships needed to power
sustainable profit growth to maximize company value price for growth
explains in pragmatic terms how and why growth focused pricing



strategies typically outperform profit focused pricing strategies when it
comes to increasing long term company value it promises to challenge
conventional thinking about traditional profit driven pricing strategies
with over twenty years experience leading designing selling and
implementing pricing solutions used by hundreds of companies the
author provides practical insights and a prescribed step by step approach
to transform pricing strategies to the growth focused strategies
necessary to capture retain and grow customer relationships in the new
reality of digitally enabled customers he makes concepts easy to
understand though the use of case parables to illustrate key points after
establishing the foundation of the five sacred metrics of pricing success
which directly connect to the value of the company he demonstrates how
to utilize these metrics to identify the highest impact opportunities to
grow the value of the company through focused pricing strategies this is
followed by the building blocks of successful pricing strategies based on
the respective improvement objective including strategies to increase
customer acquisition increase existing customer revenues reduce
customer churn expand margins or reduce risk price for growth is a must
read for any ceo cfo or any other executive manager who has
responsibility for pricing and growth at any company who sells to repeat
customers those who purchase the book can gain access to a companion
website which includes downloadable example tools presentations and
price communication templates to aid in the implementation of the
recommended approaches at the reader s own company
The Worth of Goods 2011-06-23 am i pricing right every business
owner is haunted by this fundamental question expert pricing strategist
mark stiving draws upon more than 15 years of experience in profitable
pricing and delivers a practical plan to help you confidently answer price
it s most powerful marketing tool you have and the least understood
zeroing in on the areas where your efforts will generate the greatest
impact stiving breaks down critical pricing concepts and provides the
blueprint to integrate proven pricing strategies into your growth plans be
empowered to strengthen your pricing structure to withstand any
conditions dramatically elevating your company performance position
and profits for long term success learn how to set prices that drive your
market position correctly use costs to make profitable pricing decisions
implement value based pricing to charge what customers are willing to
pay use price segmentation to leverage value and capture new business



cash in on complementary products and product versions with portfolio
pricing prepare for changing conditions pricing strategically now following
in the footsteps of sited examples including apple bmw mcdonalds
mercedes and other market leaders learn how to create a powerful price
strategy that does more than cover costs
The 10 Rules of Highly Effective Pricing 2023-11-22 this is the
condensed and abridged summary of price for growth the most important
objective of any pricing strategy should be to improve the value of the
company but without a practical framework for connecting pricing
strategies to company value most companies fall back to the default
pricing strategy of margin expansion which can undermine the growth
and retention of valuable customer relationships needed to power
sustainable profit growth to maximize company value price for growth
explains in pragmatic terms how and why growth focused pricing
strategies typically outperform profit focused pricing strategies when it
comes to increasing long term company value it promises to challenge
conventional thinking about traditional profit driven pricing strategies
with over twenty years experience leading designing selling and
implementing pricing solutions used by hundreds of companies the
author provides practical insights and a prescribed step by step approach
to transform pricing strategies to the growth focused strategies
necessary to capture retain and grow customer relationships in the new
reality of digitally enabled customers he makes concepts easy to
understand though the use of case parables to illustrate key points after
establishing the foundation of the five sacred metrics of pricing success
which directly connect to the value of the company he demonstrates how
to utilize these metrics to identify the highest impact opportunities to
grow the value of the company through focused pricing strategies this is
followed by the building blocks of successful pricing strategies based on
the respective improvement objective including strategies to increase
customer acquisition increase existing customer revenues reduce
customer churn expand margins or reduce risk price for growth is a must
read for any ceo cfo or any other executive manager who has
responsibility for pricing and growth at any company who sells to repeat
customers those who purchase the book can gain access to a companion
website which includes downloadable example tools presentations and
price communication templates to aid in the implementation of the
recommended approaches at the reader s own company



Integrated Cost and Schedule Control for Construction Projects
2012-12-06
How to Price Effectively 2017-07-13
Price for Growth 2021-05-20
Impact Pricing 2011-09-02
Price for Growth Condensed and Abridged 2021-06-15
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